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Spotlight on Associate Director
Dr. Gadi Alexander
Dr. Alexander is a retired Ben Gurion University senior
lecturer and has been an associate director with the
IERG since 2005.

SEAN BLENKINSOP

What milestones have shaped your educational interests?
My main interests have always been related to creative thinking and educational
technology.
My interest in technology has been a part of me almost since I remember myself. I
loved electronic tools and disassembled nearly every gadget I could lay my hands
on. Kieran always jokes that it is hard to spot me without a tail of electric wires but
this peculiar hobby has not stopped colleagues from calling my name each time
something has gone wrong with a projector or when nothing is heard from the
speakers. My greatest gain resulting from the love for computers and gadgets was
a job offer as the head of product development in an Israeli educational software
company in 1984. This was a time in which nobody had any idea how to develop
courseware and we had with our Israeli "Chutzpa" a deadline for producing digital
science education materials for a serious publishing company like McGraw-Hill. It
was also nearly impossible to find computers with graphic capabilities. The only
ones we could use were Atari and Commodore game machines. IBM was still
entirely alpha-numeric. When I returned to university teaching from this adventure
I met another creative challenge: How to teach “Hypercard” programming on
the grass with 4x4 cardboard cards. The Apple 2 computers had been ordered
but it took 6 months to get them.
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Spotlight on an IE Educator
Concettina Manna
What is your teaching assignment like?
I teach Social Sciences and Philosophy to 15-18 year olds in a high school in Naples, Italy.

How would you characterize what it is like being an imaginative educator?
When I learned about Imaginative Education (IE) about ten years ago I became enthusiastic
about it. It allowed me to realize new educational opportunities. IE enters into my educational
practice every day, steering my teaching practice in ways that lead to effective learning. This
approach helps me to provoke my pupils’ curiosity to experiment with the relationship between
the inner self and “truth” in the sense of deep understanding. IE outlines the kinds of ways in which
young people can be encouraged to find enjoyment in playing with their own memories and in
taking care of their inner selves.
I think that the real challenge today is perhaps to begin from what everybody (teachers, pupils
and parents) takes for granted. In a society where the use of computer networks and social
networks is profoundly transforming the psychological and social experiences of the young, and
where the internet makes it possible for people to attain security and visibility without any effort,
young people lose the art of caring for the inner self. They can lose also the sense of wonder
attached to the unveiling of real attention to the inner self and to the aspects of life that provide
a strong emotional charge.
From a purely educational perspective, I feel we need to move towards teaching that is centred
not only on teaching and learning processes, but also on educational and formative micro
processes. The field of investigation in this case is the world of the existential life of the subjects
involved, whose influence is no longer considered as a disruption to everyday teaching, but rather
is an integral part of the knowledge process.
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The IERG 9th. International Conference on Imagination and Education.
This year our general theme is about the centrality of the imagination in learning. We call it the
"great workhorse" of learning, implying, of course, that it is too little recognized and too little used.
Educational authorities spend fortunes on trying to improve educational achievement while
ignoring one of the great powerhouses for engaging students, increasing performance by any
measures, expanding knowledge, and deepening understanding. The conference is dedicated
to showing how proper attention to the imaginations of students and teachers can greatly
improve education.
Not only will you have the opportunity to be part of the IERG 9th International Conference on
Imagination and Education, you'll be able to do so in one of the world's "most beautiful and
liveable cities".
With a vast multicultural population, endless activities, and excellent infrastructure, Vancouver
is welcoming to all, everything is within reach. The Vancouver International Airport has
consistently been rated as a top North American airport providing easy access from all over the
world. Exceptional public transportation is overshadowed slightly by the convenience of
Vancouver as a great walking city - clean, green, safe, and easily accessible!
Please join us in Vancouver to celebrate imaginative education and help increase
understanding of the imagination and its vital educational roles.

Visit WWW.IERG.NET for more information on our conferences
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Meet a lid kid
Lucía Martínez
Hi, what´s your name?
My name is Lucía Martínez.
Where do you go to school?
I study at Lincoln International Academy, in Santiago, Chile.
What is your LiD topic?
My LiD topic is coffee.
What is one thing that you think is amazing about your topic?
I think that it is amazing that coffee tastes so bitter.
Can you share with others something about your topic that you think
they probably don´t know?
That coffee has a legend. A shepherd had a sheep that ate a coffee
ground. The sheep started to jump and run, so the shepherd wanted
to try coffee and when he did, he also started running and
jumping…Coffee is very energetic.

What do you think about LiD?

IEE Resource:

I think it´s good because you can learn about something.

Tips For Getting Kids Outside (Pdf)

News!

Available later this year from Pacific Educational Press:

Engaging Imagination in Ecological Education: A Practical Guide
For Teachers
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JOKE

The professor was so inconspicuous
that when he came into a room he
gave the impression that someone
had just left.

STUDENT TEACHERS

Doing LiD: Their Experiences
Addie Peill
For me, one of the most important aspects of being a LiD teacher is helping
to motivate my elementary students to do their own learning, and helping
them to realize that the teacher doesn’t have all the answers. Essentially, I
wanted my students to gain confidence in themselves and gain self-direction
and motivation. With this goal in mind, I started with a KWL (Know, Wonder,
Learn) chart. I asked the students to share with each other what they already
knew about their topic and what they would like to know in order to show
them that they already are very knowledgeable and that their peers have
some of the same questions. Then I worked to provide as many resources as
possible for my students to use for their research and encouraged them to
continually update their KWL charts as they gained more information. The
resources we used included books, websites, manuals, videos, and pictures.
My students further explored their topics by drawing pictures, telling jokes,
and telling stories. While I answered some of their questions, I mostly directed
the students to different resources to find answers to their questions. I think
this was something they weren’t as comfortable with at first, but they got
used to it and soon were coming up to me to share something they had
learned instead of asking me a question. This, to me, represents wonderful
growth in just a short period of time and truly shows the effectiveness of the
LiD program.

Carrie O’Donnell
For eight weeks I had the privilege of being a LiD leader at Park Street School.
I really enjoyed doing this because I had the opportunity to work with a great
group of students and it was such a good learning experience. My students
had LiD topics that included: air and atmosphere, storms, weather, climate
and electricity. They really got on board with these topics and would
research them at home. Every week they would bring interesting facts about
their topics and willingly shared with other LiD kids. I enjoyed working with
students of all grades because it allowed me to get to know them and to see
how students from different grades got involved with their topics.

JOKE
I keep losing track of time, but
time keeps tracks on me.

Nadine Rainville
As a student-teacher, some of my most memorable teaching experiences
have come out of the Learning in Depth program. My practicum school offers
LiD groups for one hour a week. In addition to students’ self-directed inquiry,
teachers provide some multi-age lessons based on different LiD topics
throughout the year. I did some work with deserts and rivers. I began by
exposing students to the various ways we can research these topics. I brought
in encyclopedias, atlases, documentaries, and an interview that I conducted
with an archaeologist. My students and I mapped out ecosystems and then
created 3D biomes of a desert and a river using modeling clay, rocks, grass,
and water. Another positive experience I recall was when students created a
trivia game based on their LiD topics. The creation of the game was student-led and the work
was remarkable. I watched students from grades one through five work together to create
challenging and engaging trivia games based on their topics. The students invented the rules
and the questions, and I was so impressed by the quality of their work. It has been a wonderful
experience listening to students of such varying ages talk about the intricacies of their topics,
from the beaver dam to the history of cartography.

Ruth Hiscock
LiD was a wonderful experience to have as a pre-service teacher. It showed
me the kind of thinking and depth of inquiry that children are really capable
of. Some of my grade two students were learning grade ten biology. At this
rate they could be world leaders in this field by the time they graduate. It also
showed how excited children can get about learning. They love their topics!!
If I can somehow link what I am teaching to their topic they will feverishly
begin recording and asking more questions. Every child is given their topic at
the beginning of the year but shortly after Christmas our school organised LiD
groups where similar topics were grouped together. Once a week we got
together with our group. I found this to be a wonderful opportunity to share what we learned
and expand our horizons about our topics. I personally learned so much from what the children
discovered. Having smaller groups also allowed each child to be individually motivated. I’m
sure it is normal for a few children to be less excited about their topics initially. This small group
allowed for excitement and contagion to flow, and by the end of the five weeks every student
was fully hooked on their topic and had a good start at exploring it and considering multiple
directions to go with it. I feel that LiD opens doors of opportunities to children who would never
have pursued an academic career or would never have thought that they could be an expert.
It is amazing for building self-confidence.

Learning in Depth Programs Expand in
Santiago, Chile.
During the month of March Dr. Jean Warburton returned to Santiago, Chile, to expand the
Learning in Depth network in Chile. Last year at this time she implemented LiD at the
Chicureo and Lo Barnachea campuses of Lincoln International Academy with grades 1-6,
600 students in total. These students are now entering their second year of LiD and the school
is welcoming their new grade 1 students to the LiD family. This year she has returned to
provide guidance to these two schools to ensure ongoing success of the program. She is
also working with a team from the Cultural Net and the Imaginative Education Institute at
Universidad Gabriella Mistral (Magdalena Merbilhaa, Soledad Acuna, Josephina Ramierz)
to implement LiD in four other locations: Colegio Villa Maria Academy, Colegio de Verbo
Divino, Colegio Trebulco, and Colegio San Jose in Chicureo.
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